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10 years ago... 

Two young boys –one that looks weak enough to stand with his own feet and one who’s eyes were still 

burning with indescribable strength- appeared before a small remote town near the border of Country J 

and country C. The two walked for hours since they landed in the rain forest before they finally arrived. 

Zaki was holding Sei’s hand around his shoulder and his other hand was around his waist while they both 

stood in front of a lone building. The place in front of them was actually accidentally found by Sei month 

ago when he hacked country J’s satellite to look for a perfect hideout if in case something unexpected 

will ruin their escape plan. It was a town where all its 300 residents live under the same roof. Grocery 

stores, clinic, church and school are all housed within the same building, making it a strangely peculiar 

place. 

It was already near midnight when Zaki manage to break inside secretly. They both entered at the left 

corner of the building and headed towards the school. 

The school was dark and quiet when the half dead Sei who never once talk since his mother was shot 

hours ago, suddenly spoke. 

"To the computer room." He said and upon hearing him, Zaki who never felt any kind of fear to anyone 

before suddenly felt a shiver down his spine. It was because this is the first time Zaki heard his voice that 

horrifying. His aura slowly blazed with extreme bloodlust. And when Sei finally raised his face, horror 

was glimmering across his eyes. 

That moment, it literally felt like the quiet icy dark cloud instantly evolved into a catastrophic category 

six hurricane. His eyes turned deadly as though that moment, all he wanted was to just destroy the 

world. 

Looking at him like that, Zaki could only follow every word he said. 

Its not because he was scared, it was because, he knew that Sei was losing every rationality left in him. 

Moments later, inside the school’s computer room, a young boy that literally feels like a monster risen 

from the deepest pit of hell was blazing with nothing but murderous intents, extreme anger and hate. 

He couldn’t even feel anything anymore, that moment, Sei’s heart just seemed as though it just died and 

it’s no longer working. 

His brain was telling him just to end it all, that very moment, he wanted nothing but blood. He wanted 

to turn the world into chaos. He wanted his mother back. 

And Zaki who was just standing behind him was no different from him. Since the day Sei gave him a 

name, Zaki swore to himself that as long as he lives, he will protect Sei even if the world will go against 

them. He swore that he will never let anyone lay a hand on him. 

And he proved his unwavering will many times over. He even manage to keep Sei safe from those 

assassins hours ago but not his mother. 



That was why watching him that moment made him realized that protecting Sei alone wasn’t enough. 

He realized that if he couldn’t protect the person he holds dear as well, he will still break. And he knew 

that he couldn’t do a thing to make him feel better anymore. 

Thus, Zaki just stood there, watching Sei as all his inner demons came out at once. He just stood there, 

watching him turned into someone irredeemable. He just stood there, watching him started destroying 

himself. 

... 

Meanwhile, at a certain seven-star hotel somewhere in Country C, Zhao Meng and his mistress Li Suyan 

were callously watching the midnight news, waiting for the news about what happened in the border. 

Truth be told, Li Sunyang has connections with the Blackleaf so she was informed about the fact that 

Zhao Meng’s son was the fearful hacker Monster, the current world most wanted criminal. So when he 

told it to Zhao Meng, the man immediately went berserk making him heartlessly plan for his own son’s 

assassination. He reasoned out for himself that it’s better for him to assassinate him than let him 

experience the wrath of the world. 

However, Li Sunyang wasn’t pleased with the fact that it’s only the son he wanted to kill, thus, she 

interfered and sent a secret message to the assassins to kill Fei as well. 

That moment, Li Sunyang was celebrating within her while Zhao Meng was being anxious. Well, he was 

still his own blood even though he never once cared about him. Causing him to falsely convinced himself 

that he wished his death to save him from the wrath of the world that was waiting for him. Not knowing 

that the son he thought was already dead, was still alive. 

And the next second, the eyes of the two evil beings sitting on the couch almost bulged out with shock 

and extreme horror because of the sudden appearance of a horrifying message that flashed across their 

television’s screen. 

[Die Zhao Meng, I will burn you all to ashes!] 

 


